Clp Hysteria Shows Their Hypocrisy

Shadow Minister for Government Accountability, Ken Vowles, has slammed the hypocrisy of the CLP for referring an Opposition surveys to the Auditor-General in the very week that Adam Giles is promoting his political interests.

Mr Vowles said the latest Adam Giles flyer distributed across Darwin could be in breach of the Public Information Act.

“It’s astounding and extremely embarrassing that Adam Giles would feign outrage at Opposition surveys while clearly promoting the Country Liberals in a flyer distributed this week,” Mr Vowles said.

“I have referred the flyer to the Auditor General to determine whether this represents a breach of the Public Information Act.”

The flyer states that:

“The Country Liberals plan for the Development of Northern Australia will secure the Territory’s economic future for the rest of the century.”

“No plan exists, only glossy flyers and expensive television advertisements,” Mr Vowles said.

“Is Mr Giles truly trying to claim the Commonwealth Government’s Green paper on Northern Australia Development as his own?

“Adam Giles and the CLP Government should stop wasting tax-payer funds on self-promotion and instead invest in the infrastructure and services that will improve the lives of Territorians.”
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